INTRODUCTION
The simultaneous and broad-based measurement capability of the Atmosphere Explorer (AE) satellites allows us to obtain unique data on auroral events as the satellite passes through an active region. Two previous studies [Torr et al., 1975 ; Kasting and Hays, 1977] have taken advantage of the satellite's capability in order to investigate the ion chemistry and the energy degradation of electrons in aurorae. In this paper, the electron energy spectrum measured by the low-energy electron experiment (Lee) (Mims) [J. , and the electron energy flux from Lee is displayed versus universal time and satellite altitude. In both cases, AE-D was operating in a spinning mode, cart-wheeling along its orbit. In this mode, vertical intensities may be measured by both VAE channels, although not precisely at the same time.
The VAE data were averaged in the sector of the spin within 20 ø of the vertical. Dark count and galactic background emissions were removed by using data from the high-altitude segments of the orbits. The laboratory calibration was then applied to the data. The statistical error involved in this procedure is about 15% for the 15 R signal measured on orbit 425 and about 5% for the 29 R signal of orbit 431.
The low-energy electron experiment on AE-D scans the energy range from 0.2 Kev to 20 Kev in I second. The Lee spectra were averaged over the upward-looking hemisphere during one-haft of a spin period, and each sum included seven or eight spectra. The individual spectra used in the averages did not show any significant pitch angle dependence, so we assume the distribution to be isotropic at all energies. The averaged Lee spectra for the three cases studied below are shown in Figure 3 and exhibit differences in the flux distribution and total energy. Note in particular the very rapid decrease in flux at high energies and the strong 'inverted V' event of orbit 431. The collected data used for comparison to the calculation are given in Table 1 , where H is the satellite altitude.
The vertical distribution of the neutral atmosphere is needed as input for the calculations. To obtain this distribution we used the MSIS model [Hedin et al., 1977] The agreement between the calculated and measured 4278-A emission rates is within a factor of two for orbit 425. A similar discrepancy was encountered by Kasting and Hays [1977] upon comparing the 4278-A intensities measured by VAE with those calculated from the particle flux.
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In Figure 4 we show the volume emission rate profiles for In the aurora, about four nitrogen atoms are produced for each N2 ionization. Two nitrogen atoms are produced from each N2 + ion, one from reaction 7 and one from the sub-
